Introduction {#s1}
============

A key challenge of social and affective neuroscience is to understand how neural systems control behaviors in social and emotional situations \[[@B1]-[@B3]\]. Many studies in the field of social behavior have focused on action observation as the recognition of grasping hand actions performed in context containing objects \[[@B4]-[@B7]\]. Contextual influences are important in so far as they refer to the ways by which the perceptual qualities of a local feature are affected by surrounding scene elements and the way in which global scene characteristics affect the responses of neurons to local features. Therefore, a serious limitation of action recognition studies with respect of social behaviors, however, is that they generally do not consider that observed actions are often embedded in an emotional context. Far too little attention has been paid to the neural underpinnings of social behavior that occurs in response to an action seen in an emotional context. In everyday life, we constantly find ourselves to be affectively engaged in dynamic interactions with other people who display emotions together with their action or intention to act.

However, several findings point to a neural link between emotion and movement control. Indeed, emotions can be characterized by particular action tendencies that are manifested or inhibited according to the emotion type and context \[[@B8]\]. Using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), greater motor cortex excitability was found in the supplementary motor area (SMA) in response to emotionally arousing positive and negative images than to neutral, non-emotional images \[[@B9],[@B10]\]. Subsequent studies have extended the involved networks down to the brainstem and spinal cord. For instance, photographs of faces expressing fear elicit greater excitability in the corticospinal tract of the observer, as compared with faces expressing happiness or no emotion (i.e., neutral faces) \[[@B11]-[@B13]\] as well as negative scenes compared to positive scenes \[[@B14]\]. Similar corticospinal excitability increases have been detected in response to negative emotional scenes \[[@B15]\]. As pointed out by these authors, this greater responsiveness of motor network suggests that emotional reactions often include some form of action preparedness, engaging areas directly involved in movement control such as the cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathways \[[@B16]-[@B20]\].

Given these results, it is reasonable to hypothesize that emotional contexts can modulate neural activity in those areas directly involved in movement control. Fearful expressions presented in faces simultaneously with motor execution or inhibition cues can produce significant changes in levels of activity within primary motor cortex and premotor areas, including SMA \[[@B21],[@B22]\]. There is also growing evidence that cerebellar functions are involved in emotion processing rather than engaged by purely motor parameters \[[@B23],[@B24]\]. In addition, thalamic and subthalamic nuclei may play a key role in gating emotional information transfer between cortical and subcortical regions, thereby modulating motor commands at various stages \[[@B25]-[@B27]\].

Therefore, here we investigated whether any modulation of action observation by the emotional context would affect primary sensorimotor processes relying on a common cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathway necessary for voluntary movements. It is noteworthy that this distributed neural pathway is engaged in clinical phenomena that involve both emotions and sensorimotor processes, such as essential tremor associated with anxiety and depression disorders \[[@B28]\], stuttering \[[@B29],[@B30]\], impulsivity \[[@B31]\] and even hysteria \[[@B32]-[@B35]\].

To test the effect of emotional contexts on the cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathway associated with action control and action recognition, we designed a novel fMRI task allowing us to assess the effects of affective appraisals on action observation in two different emotional contexts, while keeping action kinematics constant. Twenty-three participants underwent fMRI while watching two runs of video clips, each including one basic emotion (joy or anger) \[[@B36]\]. The video clips showed either a hand grasping an object on a table (grasping alone), a person with a neutral facial expression grasping an object on a table (neutral grasping), a person with a joyful or angry facial expression grasping an object on a table (joyful grasping/angry grasping), or the joyful or angry expression without any grasping (joyful face/angry face). All the objects employed were everyday objects. These videos were edited with the Blue Screen technique so as to superimpose faces with different emotional expressions (neutral, joyful, or angry) over the same trunk of a person grasping the objects on a table in front of her. To avoid confounding motor-related activation in the cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathway, no overt response was required. Instead, the participants were instructed to watch the stimuli carefully. To evaluate affective engagement, we asked participants after scanning to recognize each of the expressed emotions and rate their intensity. Our main hypothesis was that the activity of motor circuits within the cerebellar-thalamo-cortical pathway would be differentially driven by the emotional contexts associated with observed actions.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Ethics statement {#s2.1}
----------------

The present study was approved by the Comitato Etico Indipendente Locale of the Azienda Ospedaliera "Ospedale Policlinico Consorziale" of Bari. Informed written consent was obtained from all participants before participation.

Participants {#s2.2}
------------

Twenty-three participants were enrolled (12 females; mean age 29; standard deviation \[SD\] 7.5). Exclusion criteria included a history of drug or alcohol abuse, previous head trauma with loss of consciousness, pregnancy, and any significant medical or psychiatric conditions as evaluated with the Structured Clinical Interview (SCID). The present study was approved by the local institutional review board. Informed written consent was obtained from all participants before participation. Before the scanning session, each participant completed the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) \[[@B37]\] to evaluate their current state of anxiety.

fMRI experimental paradigm {#s2.3}
--------------------------

Functional MRI sessions consisted of two successive scans with an event-related design. Each run included one emotion (joy or anger) and consisted of four experimental view conditions. All visual stimuli consisted of video clips of 1.7 sec. There were 4 different video conditions in each run, showing the following actions: the trunk with the arm grasping an object on a table (grasping alone), a person with a neutral facial expression grasping an object on a table (neutral grasping), a person with a joyful or angry facial expression grasping an object on a table (joyful grasping in the joyful run or angry grasping in the angry run), and a joyful or angry dynamic facial expression without any grasping action (joyful face in the joyful run or angry face or in the angry run). The recording and editing of videos were made with the Blue Screen technique in order to superimpose on the same trunk different emotional facial expressions. This procedure allowed us to obtain stimuli with the same kinematics of grasping behavior across different emotion conditions. Two professional actors, a female and a male, were enrolled as models for the videos. Both the actors gave written informed consent, as outlined in the PLOS consent form, to publication of their image. Two investigators reviewed the videotaped recordings and selected by consensus the picture frames conveying the appropriate intensity of anger and joy, based on Ekman and Friesen's Facial Action Coding System (FACS) \[[@B38]\]. The objects to be grasped were commonly put on a table (phone, pen, keys, bottle, cup, glass, pencil case). The grasping gestures were equally executed with the right and left arm.

In each scanning run, 4 visual stimuli per gender per 8 conditions were repeated 5 times (total 160 visual stimuli) and presented in random order optimized by genetic algorithm toolbox \[[@B39]\]. Each stimulus was presented for 1700 ms, with an average 1810 ms interstimulus interval (ISI). 48 additional null events, each lasting 2700 ms, contributed to randomly jitter the stimulus onsets. Total scanning run time was about 19 minutes. The presentation order of the two runs was counterbalanced across subjects. Visual stimuli were displayed using the software Presentation 12 \[[www.neuro-bs.com](http://www.neuro-bs.com)\].

To circumvent any motor interference, we used a passive viewing task and participants were instructed to remain still without performing any movement, and to avoid any imitation or mental imagery of the actions shown. After scanning, thirty video clips were presented to participants again. Half of the videos were the same as those shown during the scanning session. The other half (new videos) showed the same actors and scenarios but with different facial expressions and behaviors. Participants were asked to recognize which video they had seen or not. Next, they were also asked to recognize which kind of emotions (joy or anger) was displayed in twenty video clips previously seen during fMRI task, and to rate their intensity by using a computerized visual analogue scale (VAS) with target words ranging from "no intensity" to "extreme intensity".

fMRI data acquisition and analyses {#s2.4}
----------------------------------

Three-dimensional images were acquired using a T1-weighted SPGR sequence (TR/TE/NEX=25/3/1; flip angle 6°; matrix size 256×256; FOV 25×25 cm) with 124 sagittal slices (1.3 mm thick, in-plane resolution of 0.94×0.94). fMRI data were acquired on a 3T GE (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) MRI scanner with a gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence and covered 26 interleaved axial slices (5 mm thick, 1mm gap), encompassing the entire cerebrum and the cerebellum (TR 2; FOV 24 cm; matrix, 64 x 64, a voxel size of 3.75x3.75x5 mm). For each scan, a total of 285 EPI volume images were acquired.

### Preprocessing {#s2.4.1}

Data were preprocessed and analyzed using statistical parametric mapping SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK), implemented in MatLab 7.8 (MathWorks^TM^). A fixed-effect model at a single-subject level was performed to create images of parameter estimates, which were then entered into a second-level random-effects analysis. For each subject, functional images were first slice-timing corrected, using the middle slice acquired in time as a reference, and then spatially corrected for head movement, using a least-squares approach and six-parameter rigid body spatial transformations. High-resolution anatomical T1 images were coregistered with the realigned functional images to enable anatomical localization of the activations. The two runs were then concatenated. Structural and functional images were spatially normalized into a standardized anatomical framework using the default EPI template provided in SPM8, based on the averaged-brain of the Montreal Neurological Institute and approximating the normalized probabilistic spatial reference frame of Talairach and Tournoux \[[@B40]\]. Functional images were spatially smoothed with a three-dimensional Gaussian filter (10mm full-width at half-maximum). The time series was temporally filtered to eliminate contamination from slow drift of signals (high-pass filter, 128 s) and corrected for autocorrelations using the AR(1) model in SPM8.

### Cerebellar normalization {#s2.4.2}

We used a separate normalization process for data from the cerebellum. The registration between individuals and MNI space is suboptimal in the cerebellum when using a standard whole-brain normalization process \[[@B41]\]. Because cerebella vary relatively little between individuals compared with the cortical landmarks used for whole-brain normalization, it is possible to achieve a much better registration by normalizing the cerebella separately. Moreover, precise spatial registration is important because cerebellar structures are small relative to cortical structures. To this aim, we used the SUIT toolbox \[[@B41]\] for SPM8 allowing us to normalize each individual's structural scan to an infratentorial template, and then used the resulting deformation maps to normalize the cerebellar sections of each person's functional images. The SUIT toolbox has the additional advantage that coordinates can be adjusted from MNI space to the corresponding coordinates on the unnormalized Colin-27 brain, which is described anatomically in a cerebellar atlas. We used this feature to identify anatomical regions within the cerebellum.

### Statistical analyses {#s2.4.3}

We performed two parallel but identical statistical analyses on the functional data for the whole-brain and cerebellar normalized images. Four event-types were defined per subject per scanning run, corresponding to each condition of interest. In the joyful run, the condition of interest were: grasping alone, neutral grasping, joyful grasping, joyful face. In the angry run, the conditions were: grasping alone, neutral grasping, angry grasping, angry face. Then, eight contrast images corresponding to these conditions were created using one-sample t-tests in all subjects and then entered at the second level into a repeated-measures 2x4 ANOVA with non-sphericity correction (as implemented in SPM8). Paired t-tests were used to examine differences between the two run conditions. For whole-brain analyses the statistical threshold was P=0.05 FWE corrected with an extent threshold of 8 contiguous voxels. Because of our strong a priori hypothesis, results in SMA, VL thalamus and cerebellar anterior lobe (HIV-HV) were corrected for multiple comparisons with family-wise error correction at P \< 0.05 applied on the activated clusters, with the volume of interest defined by the corresponding anatomical region in the WFU Pickatlas ([[http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/cms/software\#PickAtlas]{.ul}](http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/cms/software#pickatlas))*.*

Specific contrasts were created to determine the direction of the difference identified in the ANOVA. Cerebral MNI coordinates were converted to the Talairach coordinate system by icbm2tal \[<http://brainmap.org/icbm2tal/>\]. Anatomic and Brodmann areas labeling of cerebral activated clusters was performed with the Talairach Daemon database \[<http://www.talairach.org/>\]. Anatomic labeling of cerebellar peak coordinates was performed using the SPM Anatomy Toolbox Version 1.7b \[[@B42]\]. For subsequent visual inspection of the results and illustration of the beta weights in graphic plots, regions-of-interest (ROIs) were defined as spheres with 6mm diameter centered on the peak voxel of the activated clusters. Parameter estimates of signal intensity in these ROIs were then obtained from first-level analyses of each participant.

A psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis was also performed to identify brain regions exhibiting a change in functional connectivity with our a priori hypothesized regions. For each individual we extracted the BOLD time-series from the voxels within a 5 mm sphere surrounding the activation peak of the seed regions (left SMA, left VL thalamus, right HV). A general linear model was computed using three regressors: a physiological regressor (the time-series in the ROI), a psychological regressor (angry context -- joyful context), and a psychophysiological interaction term, calculated as the cross-product of the previous two terms. These time-series were then mean centered, high-pass filtered, and deconvolved. Subject-specific contrast images were then entered into a random effects analysis using two t-tests (p\<0.05 FWE corrected as above).

In order to explore the potential relationship between brain regions differentially activated by the two emotional contexts and subjective ratings relative to joy and anger intensity (obtained in post scanning questionnaires), we performed correlation analyses on the corresponding data. Pearson's correlation tests were computed using the parameter estimates of differential activity in clusters that exhibited a significant context by condition interaction, and the mean difference between joy and anger intensity in the post scanning ratings.

Results {#s3}
=======

Neuroimaging Results {#s3.1}
--------------------

Before examining the effects of emotion, we first verified that brain regions engaged by observing the motor act of grasping replicated the findings of previous studies \[[@B43]-[@B45]\]. The simple contrast of the grasping action alone vs baseline (pooled across both sessions) demonstrated highly significant activations in the bilateral inferior occipital gyrus/BA19, bilateral superior parietal lobule/BA7, and left precentral gyrus/BA6 (P\<0.05 FWE corrected) ([Table 1](#pone-0075912-t001){ref-type="table"}). In addition, the cerebellar analysis revealed significant activation in the right HVIIa crus I cerebellar lobe (P\<0.05 FWE corrected) (see [Table 1](#pone-0075912-t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0075912.t001

###### One sample T-test Grasping alone p\<0.05 FWE corrected, k=8.

  **MNI coordinates**                                           
  ------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -------
  Right Inferior Occipital Gyrus BA19   50    -74   -10   480   23.52
  Left Inferior Occipital Gyrus BA19    -44   -78   -10   528   20.18
  Left Superior Parietal Lobule BA7     -33   -60   55    46    5.73
  Left Precentral Gyrus BA6             -52   0     45    24    5.55
  Right Superior Parietal Lobule BA7    34    -52   50    55    5.36
  Right Cerebellum HVIIa crus I         46    -74   -35   760   5.31

Likewise, the main effect of grasping observation (grasping alone \> faces alone, pooled across both emotion sessions) demonstrated significant activations in the left and right inferior occipital gyrus/BA18-19, right superior parietal lobule, and middle frontal gyrus/BA6. Cerebellar increases were found in the left HVIIa crus I and right HVI (P\<0.05 FWE corrected) ([Table 2](#pone-0075912-t002){ref-type="table"}). Conversely, the main effect of face observation (faces alone \> grasping alone) revealed significant activations restricted to visual areas, including the right middle temporal gyrus/BA22, and left medial lingual gyrus/BA18 (P\<0.05 FWE corrected) ([Table 2](#pone-0075912-t002){ref-type="table"}). Taken together, these results are consistent with previous studies on hand action observation \[[@B46]-[@B48]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0075912.t002

###### Comparison of Grasping alone vs Faces alone, p\<0.05 FWE corrected, k=8.

  **MNI coordinates**                                           
  ------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -------
  **Grasping \> Faces**                                         
  Left Inferior Occipital Gyrus BA19    -48   -74   -10   953   15.91
  Right Inferior Occipital Gyrus BA18   38    -86   0     740   13.66
  Right Superior Parietal Lobule        16    -30   40    8     4.65
  Left Middle Frontal Gyrus BA6         -22   8     55    8     4.51
  Left Cerebellum HVIIa crus I          -34   -64   -33   182   3.56
  Right Cerebellum HVI                  34    -64   -21   680   4.02
  **Faces \> Grasping**                                         
  Right Middle Temporal Gyrus BA22      53    -41   0     87    7.68
  Left Medial Lingual Gyrus BA18        1     -90   10    8     5.01

To test the main effect of different emotion contexts, we then carried out a paired t-test comparing brain activity between the two emotion runs (across all stimulus conditions). The angry run revealed greater activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)/BA 47 (pars orbitalis), right anterior cingulate cortex/BA33, and left superior medial frontal gyrus/BA8 (P\<0.05 FWE corrected). Concerning cerebellar activity, the angry run activated the right lobule HVI, right lobule HVIIa, and left lobule HX ([Table 3](#pone-0075912-t003){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, activations in the joyful compared to the angry run did not reach statistical significance.

10.1371/journal.pone.0075912.t003

###### Comparison between Joy and Angry Runs, p\<0.05 FWE corrected.

  **MNI coordinates**                                                      
  ------------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---- ------
  **Angry \> Joyful run**                                                  
  Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus pars orbitalis BA47   -44   30    -5    14   5.23
  Right Anterior Cingulate Cortex BA33              12    12    20    12   5.20
  Left Superior Medial Frontal Gyrus BA8            1     53    35    8    4.85
  Right Cerebellum HVI                              30    -42   -37   6    4.39
  Right Cerebellum HVIIa                            36    -54   -57   6    4.34
  Left Cerebellum HX                                -28   -30   -47   5    4.28

We then verified our critical hypotheses. First, we examined whether the emotional context is associated with different neural responses during the observation of actions with the same kinematic in the key regions of interest. To this aim, we carried out an interaction analysis between grasping accompanied with a neutral face and grasping alone in the two different emotion runs (i.e. \[neutral grasping -- grasping alone\] in angry runs vs. \[neutral grasping -- grasping alone\] in joyful runs; and vice versa). Note that both grasping actions and neutral grasping were actually identical, and without emotional meaning by themselves, but they were seen in different emotion runs (intermingled with either angry or joyful faces). This interaction thus isolated any effect of emotion context on the processing of grasping actions, but unrelated to differences in face expression or grasp kinematics. Results demonstrated differential activity in the left SMA, left ventrolateral thalamus and right anterior cerebellar lobe HV (P\<0.05 FWE corrected) ([Table 4](#pone-0075912-t004){ref-type="table"}). Specific post hoc contrasts confirmed that the angry run elicited greater increases in the left SMA than the joyful run, specifically during the observation of grasping with the neutral face (Z=3.20) ([Figure 1a](#pone-0075912-g001){ref-type="fig"}); whereas the right anterior cerebellar lobe HV showed distinctive increases in the angry context when observing grasp alone, relative to other conditions (Z=2.30) ([Figure 1b](#pone-0075912-g001){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the left ventrolateral thalamus was less engaged when processing the grasping action with a neutral face in the joyful run, relative to the angry run (Z= 3.06) ([Figure 1a](#pone-0075912-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Inspection of BOLD signal extracted from these clusters was consistent with the SPM data. There was no interaction effect showing greater responses in the joyful run.

10.1371/journal.pone.0075912.t004

###### Interaction and PPI analyses between Grasping and Neutral Grasping across emotional contexts p\< 0.05 FWE corrected.

  **MNI coordinates**                                      
  --------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---- ------
  Left SMA BA6                      -7    27    65    21   3.74
  Left ventrolateral Thalamus       -14   -11   10    48   3.40
  Right Cerebellum HV               18    -38   -21   6    2.92
  **PPI: seed in the left SMA**                            
  Left Parahippocampal Gyrus BA19   -33   -41   -5    8    3.71

![Interaction and PPI analyses between Grasping and Neutral Grasping across emotional contexts.\
BOLD response in terms of % signal change in the two emotional contexts: fMRI result for the 2-way interaction analyses in: **a**) the left SMA (peak coordinates x= -7, y= 27, z= 65, P\<0.05 FWE corrected); the left VL thalamus (peak coordinates x= -14, y= -11, z= 10, P\<0.05 FWE corrected). **b**) the right cerebellar lobule HV (peak coordinates x= 18, y= -38, z= -21, P\<0.05 FWE corrected) (Mean±0.95 confidence intervals). **c**) PPI analysis: seed region in the left SMA (peak coordinates x= -7, y= 27, z= 65, P\<0.05 FWE corrected); left parahippocampal gyrus/BA19 (peak coordinates x= -33, y= -41, z= -5, P\<0.05 FWE corrected). Bars depict variance loadings and 90% confidence intervals.](pone.0075912.g001){#pone-0075912-g001}

Next, to explore possible changes in functional connectivity associated with these emotion context effects, we performed PPI analyses with seeds placed in each of the three ROIs showing these significant interactions. Only the PPI with a seed region in the left SMA survived the set threshold (p\<0.05 FWE corrected) ([Table 4](#pone-0075912-t004){ref-type="table"}). The left SMA exhibited a strong positive connectivity with left parahippocampal gyri/BA19 (PHG) selectively when the grasping action was seen with a neutral face in the angry run (as compared with the exact same neutral grasping action but seen in the joyful run) ([Figure 1c](#pone-0075912-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

Postscanning behavioral results {#s3.2}
-------------------------------

The rate of recognition errors for each emotion type was very low (mean 1.77 \[SD\] 2.3) and did not differ between the two emotions (t= 1.2, p \> 0.13 \[SD\] 1.8). The difference between the mean intensity rating for joy and anger was not statistically significant (t = -1.67, p \> 0.11 \[SD\] 0.8), even though there was a trend in the expected direction (joy intensity mean= 3.45\[SD\] 0.8; anger intensity mean= 3.8\[SD\] 0.96).

However, we found different correlations between these affective post scanning ratings and activity in clusters that exhibited a significant context by condition interaction in SPM analysis (see above). There was a statistically significant negative correlation between differential activity of left ventrolateral thalamic during grasping in joyful and angry contexts (joy \> anger runs) and the difference between joy and anger intensity perceived in the post-scanning judgments (joy \> anger ratings) (r = -0.54, p \< 0.016) ([Figure 2](#pone-0075912-g002){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, the more intense joy was perceived in faces by the participant, the less similar the angry and joy context effects were in the VL thalamus. On the other hand, there was no significant correlation between activity in SMA and post scanning intensity ratings (joy \> anger: r = -0.17, p \> 0.5; anger \> joy: r = -0.03 p\> 0.8).

![Postscanning behavioral results.\
Scatter plot showing the negative correlation between BOLD response within the left VL thalamic differential activity during neutral grasping in joyful and angry runs (joy \> anger runs) and the mean difference between joy and anger intensity ratings (joy \> anger ratings) (r = -0.54 p \< 0.016).](pone.0075912.g002){#pone-0075912-g002}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In the present study, we investigated emotion-action interactions using a novel emotion contextual approach in which participants saw video clips of an actor grasping an object with different emotional expressions (neutral, joyful, or angry). Our design also allowed us to compare the same grasping with neutral faces but seen in different runs and intermingled with different emotion faces.

Our research question concerned whether the emotional contexts in which an action is seen affected the neural underpinnings of movement control. Context was manipulated by pairing the grasp action with a face expressing different emotions, or more purely by presenting neutral grasp actions intermingled with emotional faces. Consistent with our prediction, the interaction analysis concerning the same grasping action seen in different emotional contexts revealed greater activity in the left SMA and right cerebellar anterior lobe HV, selectively during the anger condition. Both SMA and cerebellum areas are critically involved in motor control \[[@B49]\]. In addition, the joyful context appeared to reduce activity in ventrolateral thalamus, which is not only another important relay within motor pathways \[[@B50],[@B51]\], but also mediates the integration and coordination between distinct cortical areas recruited during voluntary movement \[[@B49]\].

Remarkably, these effects arose even though the face expression also remained neutral, while only the emotional context changed between blocks. Taken together, these findings suggest that observing acts of grasping with the same kinematics but in different emotional contexts can modulate specific brain circuits, and that such modulation does not involve areas associated with the recognition of goal-directed action such as premotor mirror neuron areas \[[@B4]\], but rather areas associated with the movements control and execution -- namely, the cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathway \[[@B16]--[@B20],[@B52]\]. Indeed, it is well known that the SMA is crucially involved in different aspects of preparation and inhibition of motor response \[[@B21],[@B53]--[@B56]\]. The SMA is more engaged in non-conscious motor inhibition processes elicited by subliminal priming rather than in representing volitional planning or conscious goals \[[@B57]-[@B59]\], suggesting a potential role in automatic inhibition of partially activated responses. In our study, SMA increases were specific to the angry context, not seen in the joyful context. These results might be explained by the different emotional connotation of the grasping action that was conveyed in the angry context and that could thus directly modulate motor control processes. Consistent with these contentions, the differential activity in the VL thalamus (in angry vs joyful contexts) correlated with differences in perceived emotion intensity in the post scanning ratings (although stimuli were actually identical). These data therefore suggest that emotion contexts might directly modulate neural processes that are jointly associated with action readiness and recruited during action observation. Contrary to our expectations, however, we did not find a significant link between the SMA activity and emotional intensity ratings. It is possible that this negative result might be attributed to the inter-individual variability in the voluntary control of motor responses \[[@B57],[@B59]\] or to less graded differences in the reactivity of SMA to emotional contexts.

These results also add support to some classic assumptions in the psychology of emotions. For instance, it is generally considered that negative emotions may narrow individuals' momentary thought-action repertoires by calling forth specific action tendencies (e.g., attack, flee), whereas positive emotions broaden individuals' momentary thought-action repertoires, prompting them to pursue a wider range of thoughts and actions than is typical (e.g., play, explore, savor, and integrate) \[[@B60]\]. According to the influential work of Frijda \[[@B61]\], anger involves readiness for a movement of opposition or hurting or "going against", or of seeking to control someone else's unwanted actions. On the other hand, joy involves a "free activation" signal for movement, in the form of an aimless, unasked-for readiness to engage in whatever interaction presents itself \[[@B61]\].

We also found greater positive functional coupling between the left SMA and the left parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) that was specific to observation of grasping in the angry context. This result suggests that the PHG might contribute to the influence of emotional context on motor activity. Indeed, this region has been implicated in contextual association processing during observation \[[@B62]\] and is sensitive to scene novelty \[[@B63]\], presumably supporting neural representations for the global context of episodes \[[@B64]-[@B67]\]. Other recent studies support the hypothesis that the PHG is associated with awareness of surrounding local space and responds to the basic sense of three-dimensional space \[[@B68],[@B69]\]. The enhanced functional connectivity between SMA and PHG suggests a direct neural pathway through which the contextual emotional information could play a key role in guiding the motor system and representing action goals in space.

Some limitations of the present study have to be acknowledged. The first concerns the limited information on subjective emotional experience during different action observation conditions. Our VAS procedure used for post scanning rating might have been insufficient to detect a distinctive intensity of anger. This limitation is intrinsic to many self-reported measures. Even when respondents are doing their best to be forthright and insightful, their self-reports are subject to various sources of inaccuracy, including self-presentation and constraints on self-knowledge \[[@B70]\]. Moreover, appropriate designs and measures for experimental emotion elicitation are still issues far from settled \[[@B71]\]. When studying emotions and comparing them, there is always a possibility that some of the effects might be explained by a more general arousal factor. Notwithstanding these limitations, we believe it is difficult to interpret the fMRI results as explained by undetected arousal effects only. If this were the case, we would expect fMRI differences to be all in one direction (increase or decrease for anger relative to joy), whereas our data indicate changes in both directions. Furthermore, we did find significant correlations between emotion ratings and brain activity, which affected only some (i.e. thalamus) but not all activated areas (e.g. SMA). Still another limitation concerns the possibility of systematic but unseen movements of the hand while watching grasping videos. Despite instructions not to do so, such movements were not formally ruled out by direct camera recordings. However, we believe that systematic overt movements during this task would have produced differences in motor cortex activity in the contrast of all grasping conditions \> facial expressions without any grasping. This contrast did not demonstrate any evidence of greater motor cortex activity, even at a more lenient statistical threshold (p\< 0.005), suggesting that systematic movements of the hand did not take place while watching grasping videos.

Shifting from an action-based approach used in many previous studies \[[@B46],[@B47],[@B72],[@B73]\] to an emotion-based approach as used here allows us to draw some new conclusions on the recognition of action in social emotional contexts. First, our findings show that action observation is affected by current emotional contexts even when action itself and its kinetic parameter are unchanged. Second, such effects of emotional context on action processing are at least in part mediated by a cerebello-thalamo-cortical network not related to the classic premotor mirror neuron areas \[[@B4]-[@B7]\], but rather to cortico-subcortical brain systems more directly associated with voluntary movement control. By eliciting differential activity in this system, emotional context might also contribute to motor flexibility and action readiness. Thus, in social interactions, the emotions perceived in others and/or conveyed by their actions are capable of modulating how motor circuits in the observer him/herself are emotionally engaged and prepared to (re)act -- an effect that in turn exemplifies how emotion states can orient motor response \[[@B74]-[@B76]\] and generate a new set of possible actions \[[@B77],[@B78]\].
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